President’s
Message

November 2021
The 2021 Nude Racing Series
Dear Board members and Race Directors,
Now that the 2021 AANR-SW Nude Racing Series has concluded I thought I would bring you all up to
date on how the series performed. But before I do, I would like to recognize and thank the host
clubs and their volunteers who make this series possible and are directly responsible for the success of the series and all the positive impact that it brings. Thank you all for making the 2021
Nude Racing Series a tremendous success!
As we all are well aware, the 2020 NRS had to be cancelled because of the global COVID 19 pandemic. But in November of 2020, AANR-SW and host clubs started making plans to run a series of
races in 2021 and to conduct those races as safely as possible. We had no idea at the time what
kind of turnout we would have for the races, especially in light of restrictions that were still in
place in some areas.
Our fears ultimately turned out to be unfounded as the 2021 NRS recorded the second highest
numbers of total finishers since 2002 (2018 holds the distinction of the highest number of total finishers, and that year also had an extra race).
Let’s take a brief look at the numbers and compare them to 2019, the last pre-pandemic year.
Like 2019, in 2021 there were 5 races conducted at the same four different clubs. In 2019 there
were 463 total finishers compared to 497 total finishers in 2021. That’s a 7% increase over 2019
and the second best year for participation since 2002. Of the 343 total participants in 2021, 166
(or 48%) had
not participated in an AANR-SW running event within the last four years.
(Continued on page 2)

A further breakdown of the 2021 NRS finishers is as follows:

Host Club

2019 Finishers

2021 Finishers

% Change

Star Ranch (I )

88

93

+5%

Wildwood

161

150

-7%

Oaklake Trails

69

94

+36%

Bluebonnet

98

90

-8%

Star Ranch (II)

47

70

+49%

Total

463

497

+7%

In conclusion, I find the increase in total participation very encouraging and hopefully it bodes
well for the health of the Nude Racing Series and nude recreation in general. It will be interesting
to see if there is a corresponding increase AANR-SW membership as a result of this increase in participation, and
furthermore, perhaps there is also an opportunity to leverage the runner registration database to
encourage new membership.
Naturally,
Rick Wall
AANR-SW Nude Racing Series

AANR-SW Zoom Game Night
I am wanting to try something different. I have run a number of Zoom game nights with Hill Country Nudists using a game called Jackbox Games. They have been around for over a decade making
computer games but they have really come back with the use of Zoom and other such online
meeting groups.
On Saturday November 27th I will have a variety of games set up that folks can join in playing.
The information has been sent to all the clubs in our region. The limit is 100 people.

AANR-SW Midwinter Meeting
The AANR-SW Midwinter Meeting is being planned to be held at Star Ranch in McDade on January
14th and 15th. As per usual, the meeting will take place at 9 am on the Saturday. We will have a
zoom meeting available for those who cannot make the meeting.
I have hopes to make this zoom meeting open to anyone in the region that wants to attend, but I
will need someone to run the Zoom meeting as it is hard enough for me to run it and the meeting
with just officers.
I will send a call out to our board first to see if there is someone willing and able to run the zoom.
This will be our budgetary meeting and with Vaccines up and COVID down (even more so later I
hope) I hope we can really take 2022 by the horns and get our membership up and get this regions
jumping!

True Bares Travel Club Moves
Just a brief note, that the fairly new club in Louisiana called True Bares Travel Club has closed its
AANR-SW doors and will be opening back up in either Georgia or Florida. The reasons why are not
known, but we wish them good luck and hope they end up joing back with AANR in the Florida or
Eastern Region.

AANR.COM Getting New Look!
If you have followed AANR on Twitter or been
to the website lately you have seen their Under
Construction notices.
This is the beginning of a whole new site and
not just a couple fancy pictures. The site is being created from scratch and will be a much
more robust and user friendly experience for new and current members. Plans for user forum, user personal pages and much more.
One of the more fun aspects of the new site is thet they are incorporating a system that allows you to scan a QR code when you
visit your next nudist AANR club and it will log in your personal
account. When you visit a certain number of clubs or particular
ones in a region you can end up with a little badge on your personal page showing your progress.
There are plans for having prizes available to people who have
visited perhaps all the clubs in a state, or region. Perhaps a club
will offer a free gate fee or a night for two as a prize! I hope to
be in contact with the clubs to gather up some prizes.
If you are a club, be sure to contact AANR to get your free QR
code!
(NOT A REAL QR CODE)

